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1 – Getting Started

Welcome to VERIS 6.3
The new, simplified VERIS system is entirely protocol driven.  A protocol can consist of a single 
test or a combination of tests such as a Ganzfeld flash series, PERG, VECP, mfERG, EOG, etc.  
Data from each test are presented in a number of plots arranged in a window with tabs. 

The VERIS Window:  Shown with a multifocal ERG protocol and sample data.

Upon selecting a protocol to test a new patient, the plots are all empty.  Selecting a plot 
corresponding to a specific test with a click of the mouse activates a Recording button.  After 
data collection is completed and the data are accepted, the recorded data appear automatically in 
all the plots that represent data for this test.  Plots in the window belonging to other tests are still 
empty and can be populated in the same way by selecting them, clicking on the Record button, 
completing and saving the recording.
Creating / Opening a Patient Folder
Start VERIS: a VERIS window will open with an empty Subject 
Tab.
1) Begin typing the subject’s ID in the ID field.
2) Click on the “Choices” button to the right while entering 

information.  This will reveal a list of all previously tested 
subjects whose information matches whatever has been typed.  
Typing more will decrease the number of matches in the 
“Choices” list.
a) If the current subject is listed, clicking on the correct match 

will open his or her data folder.
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b) If there are no matches, the “Choices button will change to a 
“Fill in required fields” message. After all required 
(asterisked) fields have been filled in, the “Fill in required 
fields” message becomes a “Create new folder” button.  
Click this button to create a new patient folder.

Opening a Test Protocol
1) For a Previously Tested Patient:

a) If the list of the subject’s data files in the File Navigator 
panel at the right includes previously recorded data from 
the test you want to perform, simply double-click on the 
file icon to open the file with its last test protocol.

2) For a New Patient:
a) From the VERIS menu bar, click on <Select>, 

then <Select Test Protocol…>.  A file navigator 
window will appear showing the last viewed 
Analysis Settings subfolder, a “Favorites” panel, 
and a “Recently used” drop-down bar.

b) Select the test protocol you want to use from 
either the Recently used drop-down list or the 
Favorites panel, or navigate to it using the file 
navigator window.  Double-click on the name of 
the protocol to open it.  Frequently used protocols 
can be click-dragged from the navigator panel 
into the Favorites panel.

Opening a Recording Window
1) Click on a tab to view the data 

plots on that tab.
2) Click on a plot for the test you 

want to perform and, if 
appropriate, for the eye you 
want to test.  (Plots designed to 
show data from both eyes will 
produce two recording buttons 
labeled by eye above the 
plotting area.) 

3) Click on the red recording 
button for the eye you want to test to open a recording window.  
a) Binocular Recording: Some tests (e.g., the full-field ERG or EOG) can be recorded 

binocularly.  Holding the keyboard [option] key down while clicking on the red record 
button will initiate a binocular recording using amplifier channel 1 for the right eye, and 
channel 2 for the left eye.  
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4) A window will appear to allow entering refractive error, 
visual acuity, pupil size and/or comments to the data file.  
Click the “Yes” button to proceed.
a) If you selected a binocular recording (by holding down 

the keyboard <option> key while clicking the recording 
button) the correct connections for the right and left eye 
electrodes will be shown.

b) Amplifier settings will be loaded into your amplifier or, 
if you have a manual amplifier, gain and filter settings 
will be shown for you to make the correct manual 
settings.

Recording & Saving Data
(Note: See Appendix 4 for testing with Ganzfeld stimulators)
1) Prepare and position the patient for recording.  Verify that the patient is comfortably 

seated with no discomfort from the electrode, head resting upon the chair’s headrest.  Either 
tape the eye not being tested closed or apply a gentle pressure patch to improve fixation 
stability and minimize blinking from drying of the untested eye.  
a) Adjust the position of the stimulator to optimally center the electrode on the cornea.  The 

stimulator is at the correct distance from the subject’s eye when the iris is in sharpest 
focus.

b) If using a stimulator 
that includes a 
refractor, the subject 
should be instructed 
to obtain the best 
possible focus of the 
stimulus by turning 
the focusing knob of 
the refractor.  

c) If you have an FMS 
stimulator, you 
should switch to 
fundus view, make 
fine adjustments to 
the image if 
necessary, and 
position the optic nerve marker so as to best encircle the optic nervehead.

2) If the white trace reveals excessive electrical noise, verify from the eye image that the 
electrode is properly postitioned, then check electrode impedance by clicking the “Edit 
Amplifier” and placing a check mark in the Test box for Channel 1.  If the impedance is 
high, replace or remove, clean, and re-insert the electrode(s).

3) Verify that the patient can see the fixation target.  If not, click on the “Edit Fixation” and 
use the fixation controls to provide a target that the subject can see but that occludes as little 
possible of the stimulus array.

4) Click on the “Record Next Segment” button to begin recording a segment, monitoring 
fixation and the white oscilloscope trace throughout the segment.  A noisy segment or one in 
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which the patient loses fixation can be interrupted by pressing any key of the computer 
keyboard.

5) Record all segments the same way.  Any segments during which amplifier saturation or poor 
fixation is noted should be re-recorded.  Simply select the bad segment by clicking on it, 
then click the “Record Current Segment” button to replace the bad segment with a new one.

6) When all segments have been completed, the Record Next Segment button changes to an 
“Accept Recording” button.  Click “Accept Recording”.  You will again be given an 
opportunity to add comments to the file in a Post-Recording window.  

7) Click the “Save” button in this window to save the recording and return to the VERIS 
window.  The newly recorded data automatically will replace any previous data in all 
appropriate plots.

Analyzing Recorded Data
1) Selecting a Different Protocol: Different protocols may provide alternative ways of 

viewing the data or comparing it to other recorded data (e.g., “Normals”, previous tests of 
the same patient, etc…).  Clicking on any data file name in the File Navigator panel while 
holding down the keyboard <control> key will display a list of all available protocols that 
contain plots for that file’s data.

2) Combining Test Protocols: Protocols can be appended to one another.
a) Open a data file with one protocol.
b) While depressing the keyboard control key, click the same data file’s name in the File 

Navigator.
c) Select “Add File with Analysis Settings”, then select a test protocol from the list of files 

that can display the selected file’s data.  Tabs from the new protocol will be added to the 
right of the original ones in the VERIS window.  Science and Pro users can re-arrange 
tabs and remove unwanted tabs and then save the result as a new test protocol with a 
new file name.

3) Adjusting Vertical Scaling:
a) VERIS Basic & Clinic:  Click anywhere within a plot to select it.  Click the “Vertical 

Scaling” button that appears at the left side of the control bar to access the vertical 
scaling control.

b) VERIS Science & Pro: Click anywhere within a plot to select it.  Click the “Edit 
Parameters” button that appears at the left side of the control bar to open the plot’s 
parameters window.  

4) Adjusting Digital Filter and Artifact Removal Settings: Click anywhere within a plot to 
select it.  Click the “Edit Filters…” button on the control bar.  Select an overlay (or “Filter 
all overlays the same), then click OK to access artifact removal and digital filtering controls.

5) Displaying Cursors and Cursor Measurements: Some protocols automatically place 
cursors on response waveforms and list latencies and amplitudes of cursor positions (or 
differences between consecutive cursors).  Cursors also can be placed and positioned 
manually.  Differences in latencies or amplitudes between consecutive cursors can be listed 
by placing a check in either the ΔT or ΔA check boxes at the upper left corner of any plot in 
which cursors are displayed.
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a)	  	  To manually mark three extrema on a plotted waveform:  
i)Select the plot (usually an averages plot)
ii)Click the “Mark Extrema” button near the top of the tab.  Cursors will be positioned at 

three extrema of every waveform in the plot.
iii)Click-drag cursors to preferred positions (if necessary).

b)	  	  To manually add a single cursor to a plotted waveform:  Simply select the plot and 
click directly where you want the cursor.  Individual cursors may be click-dragged along 
the waveform to adjust position or click-dragged off either end of the trace for removal.

c)  To manually add a single cursor to all waveforms in a plot:  Select the plot and, while 
holding the keyboard <option> key down, click on one of the traces.  Continuing to drag 
the mouse left or right will move the cursors accordingly.  Continuing to drag up or 
down will position the cursors on the nearest maxima or minima (respectively) on their 
individual curves.

6) Averaging Two or More Data Files:  Data files to be averaged must share the same date, 
eye, type of test, and recording settings.  Select the files in the File Navigator panel while 
holding down the keyboard <command> key.  With the file names thus highlighted, select 
<File><Create Averages>.  A new data file will be created with a name ending in Average1.  
Click-drag this file into the file name of the plot to display it.  Clicking on the triangle to the 
left of the file name in the plot will toggle a list of the data files included in the average.

7) Designating and Using Baseline Files:  Select the file in the File Navigator panel by 
clicking on it.  From the menu bar, select <File><Select as Baseline>.  A “B” will be added 
to the end of the file name.  
a) To display a baseline file, select any protocol with “Baseline” in its name.  VERIS 

Science and Pro users can display the baseline file in any plot by specifying a date 
sequence number of “0” and time sequence number of “1” in the Overlay Sources area 
of the plot’s parameter window.

b) To remove the “Baseline” designation, repeat the steps for designating a baseline file.  
You will be notified that the file is already a baseline file and prompted to remove that 
designation.

c) To change the “Baseline” designation to a different file, repeat the steps for 
designating a baseline file with the new file.  You will be notified that a baseline file for 
this test already exists and prompted to change the designation to the new file.
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2 – Full-Field (Ganzfeld) ERG Recording & Analysis

Full-Field (Ganzfeld) ERGs
Recording and analyzing full-field ERGs is generally the same as other types of tests.  However, 
recording window controls and the identification and removal of outliers are different.  Follow 
the usual procedure to open a patient folder, select a Ganzfeld ERG test protocol, and to open a 
recording window.
1) The ISCEV Full-Field ERG Protocol(s):  Each tab represents one test of the ISCEV 2008 

standard series.  With the patient fully dark-adapted, proceed from the left-most tab to the 
right to follow the standard sequence of tests.  Before recording the Light-Adapted 3.0 test, 
the patient must fully adapt to normal room lighting.  

2) Binocular Recording:  To recording binocularly, hold the keyboard <option> key down 
when clicking on the recording button to open a recording window.  Connect the right 
electrode to CH 1 and the left electrode to CH 2 and the ground electrode to ISO-GND. 

3) Recording Window Controls:  
a) The Flash Interval Timer:  The minimum interval between successive flash 

stimulations recommended by ISCEV is set in the test protocol’s recording settings file.  
After each flash, this timer will start and a bell will sound when the interval has elapsed.  
If there is a check in the Auto-Repeat check box, the number of flashes specified in the 
recording settings file will be presented automatically.

b) Using Manual Flash Stimulation:  Removing the check from the Auto-Repeat 
checkbox will allow the user to present a single flash each time the Flash button is 
clicked.  This way, flashes can be to be restricted to periods when the subject’s eye is still 
and fixating and the white (oscilloscope) trace is quiet and centered in its window.

c) Using the Adaptation Timer:  You may set the duration for this timer and may start or 
clear it with its control button.  It is provided for convenient timing of the photopic 
adaptation period of the ISCEV standard full-field ERG series but may be used for any 
purpose that suits the user.

d) Automatic Outlier Identification:  VERIS has an automatic outlier identification 
feature for single-flash full-field ERGs.  Responses identified as outliers will be 
displayed in green and are not calculated in the average.  Outliers can be identified 
manually by clicking on the number of the trace.  Clicking again removes this 
identification.  After the “Stop Recording” button has been clicked, but prior to saving 
the data, the user is prompted as to whether the outliers should be saved with the rest of 
the data.  It is recommended to save all the data.  Outliers can be removed during 
analysis as well.

e) Deleting “bad” responses:  Traces shown in green (as outliers), whether identified 
automatically or manually, can be deleted by pressing the keyboard <delete> key.

4) Analyzing a Full-Field ERG:  This is the same as general data analysis with the addition of 
the automatic outlier identification and removal which operates the same as in the recording 
window.  If any responses are deleted during analysis, you will be prompted as to whether or 
not you want to save the changes to the data file when you attempt to close the VERIS 
window.
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3 – EOG Recording & Analysis

EOG Recording & Analysis
The steps for recording and analyzing EOG recordings are generally the same as those for other 
types of tests.  However, the recording window differs as does the analysis.

Recording an EOG:  Follow the general procedure to open a patient folder and the EOG test 
protocol.
1) Apply skin electrodes as close a possible to the inner and outer canthi of both eyes with a 

ground electrode on the forehead, right mastoid, or ear.  Connect the electrodes as follows:
a) Ground: ISO-GND
b) Right outer canthus: CH1, G1
c) Right inner canthus: CH1, G2
d) Left inner canthus: CH2, G1
e) Left outer canthus: CH2, G2

2) Select a plot and click on the “Record” button while holding down the keyboard <option> 
key to open a recording window for binocular recording.

3) Verify that both traces move up with gaze to the right and down with gaze to the left.
4) Completely darken the testing room.
5) Position and instruct the patient to keep his head facing straight ahead and follow the 

illuminated red fixation light only with his eyes and to not anticipate changes of the fixation 
lights.

6) When the test is finished the “Stop Recording” button will change to “Done”.  Click the 
“Done” button and then the “Save” button in the next window to save the data and return to 
the analysis window.

Analyzing EOG Data:
1) The data will be plotted and the Arden Ratios and the “Bright Phase” Times to Peak listed 

for both eyes.  Clicking on any outlier on the EOG plot for either eye will change the related 
EOG trace and data point to red and remove the data point from the analysis.  Clicking on 
the number preceding any EOG trace will also change the trace and corresponding data 
point red and remove the data point from the analysis.
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Appendix 1 – 

Fundus Monitoring with the New FMS III with TPI-2

Distance of the subject’s eye from the eye lens and alignment of the subject’s pupil to the optical 
axis are crucial for obtaining a good image. Initial alignment of the eye is achieved with the eye 
camera.  The pupil should be centered in the video window with the iris in sharp focus.   After 
switching to the fundus camera using the up or down arrow key, small adjustments of eye 
position may improve the fundus image.

There are three controls that must be adjusted to obtain the best fundus image:
Aperture of the CCD IR camera
Display brightness
Display contrast  

The aperture is controlled by a lever located near the top front of the CCD camera. It sticks out 
of the black cylinder to which the camera is attached. It is controlled as shown below. It is best 
to start with an intermediate setting but the best performance is usually found with a smaller 
aperture.

Image brightness and contrast controls appear together with controls for the 
stimulus grid and optic disk marker when clicking on the display area. The 
“Enable” checkbox on the “Levels” tab activates manual control of the two 
settings. A line from bottom left to top right indicates the dark and bright 
limits in the display. A steeper slope means higher contrast. If the line does 
not reach bottom or top, no areas in the image will reach full black or 
white, respectively. 

The settings are remembered by the application. Once an appropriate 
setting is found for a person with a dilated pupil, the same setting is likely 
work for other patients with a similar size pupil or only minor adjustments 
of brightness and contrast may be needed.

Throughout recording it will be necessary to maintain optimum positioning of the patients eye.  
Maintaining a good fundus image and fixation will assure the best possible test result.
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